Abstract. We show that partition function of Chern-Simons theory on three-sphere with classical and exceptional groups (actually on the whole corresponding lines in Vogel's plane) can be represented as ratio of respectively triple and double sine functions (last function is essentially a modular quantum dilogarithm). The product representation of sine functions gives Gopakumar-Vafa structure form of partition function, which in turn gives a corresponding integer invariants of manifold after geometrical transition. In this way we suggest to extend gauge/string duality to exceptional groups, although one still have to resolve few problems. In both classical and exceptional cases an additional terms, non-perturbative w.r.t. the string coupling constant, appear. The full universal partition function of Chern-Simons theory on three-sphere is shown to be the ratio of quadruple sine functions. We also briefly discuss the matrix model for exceptional line.
Introduction
In the present paper we continue investigation of integral representation of universal partition function of Chern-Simons theory on 3d sphere with an arbitrary gauge group, derived in [1] . Partition function is universal in the sense that it depends on gauge group through parameters on Vogel's plane (two-dimensional projective plane, factorized over all permutations of its projective parameters α, β, γ), at particular values of which given in Table 1 one get an answers for the corresponding simple Lie algebras [2] . So, this representation not only gives partition functions of Chern-Simons theory on 3d sphere with any simple Lie gauge group, but also extend them to the whole Vogel's plane of universal parameters. Such an extension of SU (N ) theory to arbitrary N is necessary for 1/N expansion [3] and then for gauge/string duality. In present paper we shall use that extension to construct an analog of 1/N for exceptional groups. 3n + 6 α + β + γ = 0
In Table 1 for SU (N ) and SO(N ) N is positive integer, for Sp(−N ) N is negative even integer, for exceptional line Exc(n) n = −1, −2/3, 0, 1, 2, 4, 8 for 1 A 2 , G 2 , D 4 , F 4 , E 6 , E 7 , E 8 respectively. Note also that N → −N transformation for classical groups corresponds to transposition α ↔ β.
Consider partition function of Chern-Simons theory on 3d sphere:
Here T r means an arbitrarily normalized invariant bilinear form in simple Lie algebra of compact gauge group. So, rescaling of bilinear form leads to rescaling of κ (and α, β, γ).
This quantity is calculated by Witten in [4] and answer, with a natural choice of framing, appears to be the S 00 element of modular transformations matrix S. It is transformed in [1] into: Here Vogel's parameters α, β, γ together with κ combine into a set of four projective parameters, characterizing simple Lie algebra and level k of corresponding affine untwisted Kac-Moody algebra, κ serving as a coupling of Chern-Simons theory. Their correspondence with simple Lie algebras is given in Table 1 in the so called minimal normalization characterized by the square of long root being equal to 2. Then t becomes dual Coxeter number and κ becomes integer level k. Function f (x) ("universal character of adjoint representation"), derived in this universal form in [5] , is the character of adjoint representation on the line xρ, where ρ is the Weyl vector in roots space, x an arbitrary parameter. δ = κ + t is (in an arbitrary normalization) usual effective coupling constant equal to the sum of bar coupling κ and half of eigenvalue 2t [2] of second Casimir operator in adjoint representation.
Besides partition function, there are some other universal quantities in ChernSimons theory, see [5] , e.g. central charge
κ(α − 2t)(β − 2t)(γ − 2t) αβγ(κ + α + β + γ) = (7) (δ − t)(α − 2t)(β − 2t)(γ − 2t) αβγδ . (8) unknot Wilson loop in adjoint representation, etc.
In paper [1] we noticed that if it was possible to extend an integration range in the integral representation (2) , specialized to SU (N ) group, to entire real axis, one can immediately obtain a Gopakumar-Vafa (GV) form [6] of corresponding dual topological string plus additional terms non-perturbative w.r.t. the string coupling constant. In present paper we present the correct way for such an extension. Particularly, starting from representation of SU (N ) partition function in terms of triple and double Barnes' gamma functions, derived in [7] , we show that it can be expressed in terms of triple sine functions (see [8, 9, 10, 11] for definitions of multiple sine and related functions), by simple formula:
Next, triple sine function has the product representation, immediately giving GV representation, plus terms non-perturbative w.r.t. the string coupling constant, see Section 3.
We extend this approach to SO/Sp groups in Sections 4, 5, 6 and obtain similar representation, which now includes double sine function (i.e. modular quantum dilogarithm function, up to second order polynomial). Particularly, SO(N ) partition function is
and Sp(N ) partition function is
Both formulae lead to GV structure form for partition function of topological strings on orientifolds with non-orientable world sheets included, with odd multicoverings, as obtained in [12] and [13, 14] .
Note the relation between partition functions for classical groups (cf. [38] ) in evident notations:
It is an interesting problem to extend the gauge/string duality and geometrical transition to Chern-Simons theory with exceptional groups. Among the aims of present paper is to find a GV type representation for partition function of ChernSimons theory with exceptional groups, and hence GV integer invariants for corresponding, after geometric transition, manifold. This can be considered as the reasonable step towards establishing a full duality between corresponding theories.
Idea is the following. There is an interesting feature of Vogel's results presented in Table 1 that all exceptional groups belong to the same line in Vogel's plane, namely the line γ = 2(α + β). We shall call it an exceptional line, or Exc line, [17] . This is the same feature as for classical groups: SU (N ) groups occupy the line α + β = 0, SU (N ) group corresponds to point α = −2, β = 2, γ = N , SO/Sp groups occupy the line 2α + β = 0, SO(N ) group corresponds to α = −2, β = 4, γ = N − 4, Sp(N ) corresponds to α = −2, β = 1, γ = N/2 + 2. Existence of Exc line led Deligne [15, 16] to a hypotheses that they form a series of Lie algebras, which, roughly formulated, means that they behave uniformly with respect to the decomposition of tensor powers of adjoint representation. In domain of overlapping results of [15, 16] coincide with universal formulae restricted to exceptional line, e.g. some dimensions of irreps in powers of adjoint representation coincide with restriction of universal dimension formulae of Landsberg and Manivel [17] on exceptional line.
Having in mind an analogy with classical groups, we consider partition function on exceptional line and obtain in Section 8 expression for partition function in terms of double sine functions, which leads in the same way to GV type representation. The peculiarity is that we get a sum of two GV representation, i.e. partition function is a product of those of two topological strings, on manifolds with opposite GV integers. One have to identify geometrically the corresponding Calaby-Yau manifolds, and also some details of representation (such as an even multicoverings) still have to be explained. The answer for Chern-Simons on 3d sphere on exceptional line shows remarkable similarity with classical cases: (14) where N = n + 2, n from Table 1 , c p = 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1 for p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively. Integers c p appear to be GV integer invariants.
Of course, an analogy with 't Hooft's 1/N expansion for SU (N ) groups is not complete. 't Hooft extended the values of each SU (N ) group weight of Feynman digram from integers to an arbitrary N and provide a topological interpretation of each term in 1/N expansion of given diagram. For exceptional line both steps are problematic.
First step was attempted by Vogel [2] and Kneissler [18] (see also Cvitanovich [19, 20] ) for all simple groups simultaneously. Their motivation was coming from knot theory, but problem they addressed can be formulated directly in terms of field theory diagrams. Namely, consider group weights of vacuum Feynman diagrams of gauge theory without matter. Their vertexes are three-leg, antisymmetric, and set of these diagrams satisfies Jacoby identities, which in this case in knot theory is called IHX relations. Vogel [2] introduced the operation of multiplication of diagrams which turns this set of diagrams (actually Vogel considered diagrams with three external legs, but it is almost the same as vacuum diagrams' algebra, see [21] ) into an algebra, called Λ algebra, and conjecture the set of generators of algebra Λ. Kneissler studied the consequences of Jacoby relations and under an additional conjecture showed that Λ algebra has a character function and is equivalent to subalgebra of polynomial algebra over three variables. In this way, due to the existence of character function, one would obtain the most general value of each vacuum Feynman diagrams in terms of these three variables. However, Vogel [2] found an additional relation, which violates abovementioned conjecture, and shows that it leads to his main statement that not all Vasiliev's finite invariants are coming from Lie algebras' weights. From the point of view of our needs this means that there is no natural universal value, i.e. the function of universal parameters, for a given vacuum Feynman diagrams (of sufficiently high order -starting from order of Vogel's additional constraint). Situation is even more complicated since, first, Vogel's conjecture on generators of algebra Λ still remains a conjecture and, second, some additional constraints are possible [22, 2] .
It is also worth to mention Deligne's hypothesys [23] on universal characters, which can potentially provide an alternative way for extension of group weights to entire Vogel's plane. P. Deligne [23] suggested that universal characters satisfy usual character relations for decomposition of product of representations at all values of universal parameters. This is a natural extension of his earlier idea of series of Lie algebras [15, 16] . One can try to turn things round and suggest this feature as definition of extension of characters to entire Vogel space.
From the other side, we actually have a number of universal quantities in gauge theories, as well as in the theory of Lie algebras. They can appear in different way, for example, imagine that some quantity is determined by an equation with parameters completely calculable by low order diagrams. This happen, e.g. for eigenvalues of higher Casimirs on adjoint representation, universally calculated in [24] . In that cases we get a unique universal answer for that quantity.
For a Chern-Simons theory on 3d sphere we have an explicit universal expression for partition function in terms of universal character (3) so restricting it on exceptional line one may consider an analog of 1/N expansion with some appropriate choice of parameter N on exceptional line. This solve the problem of expressing partition function, (but not separate Feynman diagrams) in terms of some continuous parameter on exceptional line, analog of N . The next, most challenging problem of topological interpretation, seems to be much more difficult. However, the GV form of partition function provides a solution, since in that form it is interpreted as partition function of topological strings on a manifold with given GV integer invariants.
Altogether, in this way we suggest to extend the gauge/string duality for exceptional line. Few problems still remain to be resolved (see Section 9) -interpretation of all terms in representation obtained, appearance of even multicoverings, identification of Calaby-Yau manifolds with given GV invariants. Actual computations have been carried on for a family of lines γ = k(α + β) with integer k. It appears that cases k = 1, 2 are distinguished by some cancellations, which allow us to express partition function in terms of Barnes' double gamma functions, further combined into double sine function. The k = 2 line is exceptional Exc line. Line with k = 1 is an F-line from [25] , containing groups E 6 , SO(10) at points (-2,6,8), (-2,4,6) respectively. Comparison of answers for k = 1 and k = 2 hints on a "building blocks" they are both constructed from, see Sections 8, 9 .
In Section 10 we show that full universal partition function of Chern-Simons theory, at an arbitrary point in Vogel's plane, can be represented as a ratio of quadruple sine functions, which leads to some generalization of GV representation, rising the question whether it corresponds to some "universal" topological string theory.
In Conclusion we briefly discuss matrix model for exceptional line.
Partition function of SU(N) Chern-Simons theory as a ratio of triple sine functions
We shall use an expression [7] of partition function of SU (N ) theory in terms of Barnes' multiple gamma functions. Barnes ' multiple zeta-function [26] :
is defined particularly at ℜw > 0, ℜs > N and positive parameters a i . Then Barnes's multiple gamma-functions Γ N (w) = Γ N (w|a 1 , a 2 , ..., a N ) depending on argument w and parameters a 1 , a 2 , ..., a N are defined in similarity with definition of Euler's gamma-function in terms of Riemann's zeta-function:
This definition follows that of [27] and differs from original Barnes' one [26] by some modular "constant", depending on parameters. It is more convenient for our purposes.
Integral representation [27] of logarithm of multiple gamma function is:
where multiple Bernoulli polynomials B N,n (w) are defined as:
Both gamma function and multiple Bernoulli polynomials are implied to depend on positive parameters a j . Integrals converge provided real part of w is positive.
We shall need a recurrent relations [26, 27] on Barnes' multiple functions. These relations have an origin just in definition (15) : if w = w 0 + a i , ℜw 0 > 0, then sum over n i is effectively starting from n i = 1, with zeta function argument being w 0 . It remains to add and subtract contribution of n i = 0 to get a relation:
This straightforwardly translates into recurrence relation on multiple gammafunctions:
Another way of deriving recurrent relations is based on integral representation (18) and observation in [1] that if in the linear combination of logarithms of few multiple gamma functions the main terms (i.e. the first terms in (18)) cancel, then all other terms cancel, also, and we have a relation between corresponding multiple gamma functions. As an example (which we shall need later) one can consider identity 1 2 (24) which leads to the identity between multiple gamma functions:
Of course, this can be checked directly, also. Note also that [27] :
Particularly:
Partition function of SU (N ) Chern-Simons theory on 3d sphere has been expressed [7] in terms of Barnes' triple and double functions:
Parameters of triple gamma functions are (2, 2, 2(k + N )).
Let's continue transformations (let k + N = d):
Here we used definition of multiple sine functions:
Some simple properties of sine functions:
So, we express partition function as ratio of triple sine functions, up to elementary functions' multiplier. In next Section we use the product representation of S 3 .
Product form of triple sine and geometrical transition in SU(N)
Chern-Simons
According to [8, 28, 29] one can present multiple sine functions S r , r ≥ 2, as an exponent of integral over entire real line, bypassing singularity at zero either from upside or downside: 
where B rr are generalized Bernoulli polynomials, for r = 3 it is:
One can close the contour of integration in the first case above in upper, or respectively in lower semiplane and obtain the value of integral in terms of the sum of residues, which gives the product representation for multiple sine. To separate GV contributions from others, we calculate residues at general values of N and d:
where we explicitly wrote contributions coming from zeros of (e 2dx − 1) in denominators of both sine functions. The remaining terms are
They are non-perturbative w.r.t. the string coupling constant g s = 2π/d and have to be compared with known non-perturbative terms in e.g. [30] . We omit them, as well as Bernoulli polynomials, which contribute into first few terms (up to torus inclusively) over genus expansion, which are ambiguous. Remaining terms in partition function of Chern-Simons theory with SU (N ) gauge group on 3d sphere are:
where first term is desired Gopakumar-Vafa structure form of partition function of topological string on resolved conifold [6, 31] , and second one is contribution of constant maps [32, 33, 34] .
Partition function of SO(N) Chern-Simons theory
In this case we shall not start from general formulae with quadruple Barnes functions, but transform the integrand of integral representation of partition function. This is more powerful method, since provide the implicit use of more identities than just a recurrent relations on Barnes functions. Let's present partition function (2) as product of two multipliers, perturbative one Z 2 and non-perturbative Z 1 :
The key identity is:
This equation is another form of observation of [12] , that perturbative part of free energy of SO(N ) is the sum of half of that for SU (N − 1) plus terms with odd power of (N − 1). Indeed, the first line of r.h.s. of this equation is half of character for SU (N − 1) group. The non-perturbative part, however is more complicated.
In analogy with SU (N ) we can transform the expression for partition function into a product of multiple gamma functions.
We rescale integration variable x → 2x to avoid fractions and then rewrite this as a product of multiple gamma functions. As explained in [7] , if we have the nonsingular at x = 0 sum of main terms (first terms in integral representation (18)) of (logarithms of) few multiple gamma functions, we can consider additional terms in their integral representation (18) as existing ones, since actually they sum up to zero. So e.g. expression above can be written as the sum of logarithms of gamma functions, corresponding to their main terms, entering in expression above.
Expression for Z 1 can be obtained from that for Z 2 by the fact that Z = 1 at k = 0. But we can't consider above terms at k = 0 separately, unlike to SU (N ) case. The reason is the following: first, we represent character for SO(N ) as the sum of terms, part of which coincide with those for SU (N − 1) (up to multiplier 1/2). Then contribution of volume becomes represented in the similar form, but the point is that there x is divided by dual Coxeter number of SO(N ), i.e. N − 2, and not a dual Coxeter number of SU (N − 1), which is N − 1. Correspondingly some integrals become divergent if considered separately. It is seen from e.g. the multiplier Γ 3 (2d + 2 − 2(N − 1)) which at k = 0 get an argument 2d + 2 − 2(N − 1) = 2(k + N − 2) + 4 − 2N = 0. So we have to combine some divergent terms to achieve singularities' cancellation. Then we get for Z 1 :
Note the usual cancellation which decrease the multiplicity of gamma functions in non-perturbative part of partition function. In this case we get double gamma functions instead of triple ones in Z 2 . Final answer is:
Next we carry on few transformations, which result in the appearance of triple and double sine functions and a lot of cancellations of uniple gamma functions. First note that
Altogether:
Total partition function becomes
Now we use an identity 25:
and its particular case at N = 1. These identities applied to partition function give final answer
We see that the same phenomenon happens -all uniple gamma functions cancel and only triple and double sine functions remain. So, the role of group volume multiplier is to remove these uniple gamma functions from perturbative part. This finally leads to beautiful expression above. Its product representation leads (below) to Gopakumar -Vafa type expression, analogous to that of SU (N ) case.
This final expression can be checked directly, at least at k = 0, as we did. One has to restore some uniple gamma functions which were substituted by their values, and check cancellation of the main terms of multiple gamma functions.
Partition function of Sp(N) Chern-Simons theory
For true symplectic groups Sp(N ) N should be even (positive) integer. The dual Coxeter number is then integer (N/2) + 1.
One can carry on calculations independently or use previous results for SO(N ) due to N → −N duality between SO(N ) and Sp(N ) characters. This duality is realized by changing N → −N, k → −2k, d → −2d, x → −x. Last transformation (of x) is implied in integrand f (x)/(exp(dx) − 1). Under this transformation an integrand for SO(N ) transforms into that of Sp(N ). When some parameters of gamma functions above become negative, for each of them one have to change it sign, add modulus of that parameter to argument, and take an inverse of gamma function. Then we have:
(91)
Non-perturbative part is:
Total partition function:
For comparison we put here the SO(N ) partition function from above:
It is seen that one can be obtained from another by recipe described above. The seeming difference in coefficients also comes from the same recipe: in SO case we have a multiplier in partition function Γ(2|2, 4)/ Γ 2 (2|2, 2)Γ 1 (2|4) = 1 (107) which transforms into
These explicit expressions for partition functions should allow the level-rank duality consideration. However, it is not so straightforward as in SU (N ) case and requires further study.
Gopakumar-Vafa representation of SO/Sp Chern-Simons partition functions
Now we shall deduce GV representation for Chern-Simons theory on 3d sphere with SO/Sp gauge groups. Partition function for SO(N ) is
(109)
The ratio of triple sine functions was already discussed in case of SU (N ) theory, so we get for their contribution the same answer (57) with N − 1 instead of N and (1/2) in front. The ratio of double sines gives, in the same approximation (i.e. take into account poles of 1/(e 2dx − 1), only):
In the ratio of double sine functions only odd n contribute: 
which is in agreement with [12] .
For Sp(N ) we have 
where we introduce string coupling with additional (1/2) multiplier (this multiplier is often missed in literature). Comparing (114) for SO(N ) and (123) for Sp(N ), and identifying string coupling and Kahler parameters as above we get the well-known result that the only difference between SO and Sp cases is in the sign of contribution of non-orientable worldsheets.
Universal character on exceptional line
In calculation of partition function according to (2) the main element is universal character. We consider it on lines γ = k(α + β) with natural k. k = 2 corresponds to exceptional line Exc.
Parameterize these lines as α = z < 0,
There is a key identity:
Cases k = 1, 2 are distinguished by the fact that for these k X[x, k] and Y [x, k] are the sums of exponents, and X[x/t, k] is divisible on (−1 + e x ). The function f (x) is even, which is reflected in this representation by the following features of X and Y :
The values of X and Y at k = 1, 2 are following.
Partition function of Chern-Simons theory on exceptional line as ratio of double sine functions
For connection with double sine function the antisymmetry of X(x) is important. We write
with integer c p and p=1,...2(k+1).
For k = 1 c p = 2, 3, 2, 1 , for p = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, and for k = 2 c p = 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, for p = 1, ..., 6, respectively. Note that we use the same notation for two different sequences. Hopefully, it is easy to identify what case -k = 1 or k = 2 -we are dealing with.
We have to put expression for f (x) into expression for partition function (2). Since for k = 1, 2 X(x/t, k) is divisible on (−1 + e x ), the double gamma functions will appear from the X(x/δ) terms, only.
So, "typical" term from X is c p (e −px/2δ − e px/2δ ) 1 (−1 + e zx/2δ )(−1 + e x ) (149)
As on classical lines, each such term, considered to be integrated over x from 0 to infinity, give rise to main term in integral representations [27] of logarithms of Barnes' multiple gamma function. "Multiple" here corresponds to double and uniple.
The gamma functions corresponding to typical term of X above are (one minus is coming from denominators, another one from connection between free energy and partition function):
We assume δ large enough so that 1 > p/2δ.
Next, use the recurrent relations for gamma functions:
and get instead of above:
i.e. we get a double sine function (38) instead of two double gamma function. Another term in product is coming from the second term with X, i.e. with y = (1 − z) instead of z. Since y is positive at negative z, one have to multiply on exp((1 − z)x/2δ), and also have one minus sign less. Then contribution is:
By recurrence relations:
we get for this contribution
where Γ 0 (w) = 1/w (160) So, double sine multiplier of partition function is:
Remaining (from above) multiplyers (mainly uniple gamma functions) are A 1 from (154) and A 2 from (159)
Slightly regrouping multipliers, introduce B 1 , B 2 instead of A 1 , A 2 :
Next let's combine all Γ 1 functions, appearing both from X (above and from f (x/t)) and Y , see below, sources. We also shall explicitly note minus signs, appearing from different sources, to make easier follow calculations.
Terms from Y from terms f (x/δ) are (one minus is coming from definition of free energy, no other minus signs):
Next we have to take into account terms coming from f (x/t). We write the key identity for f (x/t) and divide on (−1 + e x ). Note that t = k + 1 on our lines.
Here terms X and Y are not convergent, under integral sign, at upper limit separately. We add to this the l.h.s. of identity below: Now all four terms are convergent on upper limit, and we can transform them separately into gamma functions. Note that the ratio X[x/(k + 1), k]/(−1 + e x ) is equal to (for k = 1, 2):
We add 1 to this expression and ensure convergence of integral, which appears to be equal to (three minus signs appear -from denominator, minus in front of f (x/t) and from definition of free energy):
Second term with X gives (two minuses, since one minus less, from denominator):
Third term, with Y , (two minuses)):
Here we particularly use c 2(k+1) = 1, both for k = 1 and k = 2.
Finally, the last, fourth term receives minus from free energy definition, has minus in front, minus from denominator and minus in front of f :
Now we shall combine all multipliers. A lot of cancellations take place in product B 2 A 3 :
At last line we use (26) . Next consider product of B 1 , A 4 and A 5 . We use (26) again and get:
Next, A 7 is:
where p pc p = 18 for k = 1 and p pc p = 30 for k = 2. So, interestingly, all uniple gamma functions cancel, only double sine functions remain, up to explicit elementary functions of z, δ, and numerical multipliers. The final answer for partition function is:
where finally we separate numerical coefficient Q and parameter-dependent part. Calculating numerical coefficient, for exceptional line (k = 2) answer is
For k = 1 line answer is:
Comparison of k = 1 and k = 2 cases hints that they are constructed from the building blocks given above at p = 1, 2, ...
9.
Gopakumar-Vafa form of Chern-Simons theory on exceptional line.
Following [8] (see also [28, 29, 35, 36] ) we use the integral representation for (logarithm of) the double sine as an integral over entire real axis, with pole at zero point bypassing from above, and next close the contour of integration in upper semiplane and obtain a product representation of double sine.
Considered multiplier of partition function is
According to [8] 
Evaluating integral by closing contour in upper semiplane, we get (take already Let's introduce the string coupling constant according to usual formula
where d is δ in minimal normalization, when the only negative one of Vogel's parameter's is equal to -2, see Table 1 . Connection of our parametrization with minimal one can be established by multiplying former on (−2/z): 
or, introducing parametrization of our two lines (−2, N + 2, kN ), k = 1, 2 and correspondingly z = −2/N :
This has the form of contribution of non-orientable surfaces into free energy of topological strings with coupling g s , τ p values of parameters of manifold after geometric transition, Gopakumar-Vafa integer invariant's values c p and other invariants equal to zero. See, e.g. [12, 13, 14] . The only difference is that here the sum is over all positive values of n, while in [12, 13, 14] sum is over odd positive values of n. The absence of terms (of type 1/sin 2 ) with Euler characteristics of manifold can signal that it is zero.
However, there is another contribution of poles of 1/(e x − 1), given in the first term in (200). It coincides, up to the sign, with (205), provided we change (−z) on (1 − z), i.e. introduce another string coupling and parameters of Calaby-Yau manifold:
According to this one can assume that partition function on Exc line (and similarly on F line) is the product of two partition functions of two strings on two Calaby-Yau manifolds, with opposite GV invariants and Euler characteristics, and different parameters, given above. Otherwise, leaving one string, one should be able to present additional terms (209) in GV form with initial string coupling (204). This problem requires further investigation, particularly, string representation of other quantities, besides partition function, should be studied.
10. Universal Chern-Simons partition function as ratio of quadruple sine functions.
Consider full universal partition function of Chern-Simons theory on 3d sphere, expressed in terms of quadruple Barnes' gamma functions [7] :
where (positive) parameters of gamma functions with arguments w i are −α, β, γ, 2δ, those for gamma functions with arguments v i are −α, β, γ, 2t, arguments w i and v i = w i | δ=t are: 
Same relations are valid with δ → t. When inserting them into expression for Z all triple gamma functions cancel and we get: Z = S 4 (α + β + γ| − α, β, γ, 2δ)S 4 (2β + γ| − α, β, γ, 2δ)S 4 (β + 2γ| − α, β, γ, 2δ) S 4 (2α + 3β + 3γ| − α, β, γ, 2δ) × (233) S 4 (2α + 3β + 3γ| − α, β, γ, 2t) S 4 (α + β + γ| − α, β, γ, 2t)S 4 (2β + γ| − α, β, γ, 2t)S 4 (β + 2γ| − α, β, γ, 2t) (234) This representation differs qualitatively from what we have for classical and exceptional lines in previous sections, since second fraction doesn't depend from coupling constant and depends from groups, only. Nevertheless, we assume that it is possible, both for classical and exceptional lines, directly transform this expression into those given above.
For an arbitrary point in Vogel's plane this expression can be further transformed into GV type representation, which, however, will have cube of sine functions in denominator, i.e. will differ from original GV structure. It is an open question whether that formulae are interpretable as some "universal topological string".
Conclusion
We show, that partition function of Chern-Simons theory on 3d sphere for different gauge groups can be expressed in terms of multiple sine function. It follows from universal expression for partition function derived in [1] as a function of Vogel's universal parameters. Exact expressions for classical lines (i.e. for gauge groups SU (N ), SO(N ), Sp(N ) with arbitrary N ) allow further discussion of their relations, level-rank duality, etc. Most important feature or representation in terms of multiple sine functions is an immediate derivation of Gopakumar-Vafa form of partition function and hence a gauge/string duality and corresponding geometrical transition. The similar representation of partition function on an exceptional line (the line in Vogel's plane containing exceptional groups) in terms of double sine function (which is essentially the modular quantum dilogarithm) leads to a gauge/string duality hypothesis for an exceptional gauge groups. Particularly, this leads to values of GV integers for manifold after geometric transition. For complete proof of hypothesis one have to identify the manifold, understand the interpretation of further terms and appearance of even multicoverings, as well as present the string interpretation of other gauge-invariant quantities.
It is interesting to consider an invariant volume of groups from [1] (which is essentially Z 1 with appropriate choice of δ) on exceptional line. This can be interpreted as a generalization of matrix models [37] to exceptional groups. As shown by Ooguri and Vafa [38] , expansion of invariant volume on classical lines over 1/N has coefficients which are virtual Euler characteristics of moduli space of surfaces of genus g with few crosscaps. In exceptional case one may show (in preparation) that similar expansion of volume on exceptional line has as n-th coefficients the sum of ζ(n)/n and Bernoulli numbers with integer and rational coefficients, respectively (here ζ is Riemann's zeta function). One should further connect these values to characteristics of moduli space of Riemann surfaces.
